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532008 + 2.500

We are active in 5 
continents and we

work  in more than

50 countries

We installed more 
than 2000 projects, 

with passion to satisfy

all the customers

From 2008 we are 
telling a story about

innovation and 

design in the IoT

world
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Look. Touch. Listen. 

VITRUM IS:

TOUCH

Sculpted surface

SEE

Backlighted crown

LISTEN

Acoustic eedback



Design.
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Uniformity.

Vitrum buttons are sculpted into

the glass without affecting the 

surface uniformity

Refinement.
The beveled edges sweeten the 

design giving more elegancy

Harmony.
The etched frame gives to the 
device an effect that perfectly

matches with the wall



Design.
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The black glass surface is refined with a same

color frame that gives to the devices a design 

renewed and more elegant .



Standards.
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Interruttori.

British standard. 3 modules standard.



Controls.
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Clima Control.
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Alphanumeric Display
To display the temperature.

Clima control.
User friendly temperature 

management.

Fancoil.
3 speed Fancoil management.

Proximity sensor
Energy saving.

App.
Termostat timer integrated with 

Vitrum Design App



Tecnologies.
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NATIVE KNX DEVICES
Vitrum Design KNX devices can be used natively

to the KNX  systems. Just connect the KNX bus to 

the  Vitrum devices with two wires. All the 

devices are certified by KNX, a worldwide

standard for building automation for home 
automation control. Vitrum KNX ecosystem

includes a large range of devices: Vitrum

switches from 1 to 6 buttons and clima control, 

power supplier and actuators, interfaces and 

webserver. 

CLOUD SYSTEM 

Vitrum Design Cloud is the evolution of wireless 

range. The smart devices, using a traditional

230V electrical system, talk each other using Z-

wave plus protocol and the UFO controller. UFO 
controller allows advanced features as complex

scenarios, enviromental sensors, vocal control, 

self-learning AI,  remote management and  

interoperability with third party protocols.



Vitrum Design App.
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Manage your enviroment remotely

with your smartphone.

Customize and configure your home.

Avoid useless sprechi.

Temperature. 

Lighting

Shutters.

Scenario.

Voice Control.

Consumption.



Collections.
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Design your system.

Choose materials and colors for your aeshtetic.

Select the components.

Expand the features and the possibility to manage your house.



Collezioni.
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Modern shapes, evolved feeling.

Vitrum Tech is the collection manufactured 

with light and robust materials for modern 

and creative enviroments.



Collezioni.
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GLASS.

The purity becomes control.

The glass connects the transparency, the 

armony, the brightness and the brilliance.

The Vitrum concept was born from this 

hallmarks and it finds his real expression in 

this precious material.



Collezioni.
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STONE.

Technology meets art.

Stone is one of the most precious and 

extraordinary gift of the nature. 

Unpredictable in appearance, unrepeatable 

in details.



Collections.
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Inspired by shapes of nature.

Elegant, sinuous and linear as the shapes of 

nature. Essential and universal, it surprizes 

with an incredible armony that connects 

shape and dynamic.



Simplify.
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Vitrum is compatible with flush mounting backboxes 3 or 4 modules and it works with bus or central

management units.

It performs multiple features managed in local or remotely.
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Complements.

The smart plug that hides the plug behind a
sliding cover. The chassis, compatible with 3 e

4 modules flush mounting boxes is compatible

with the main type of sockets. Vitrum presa is

a revolutionary system for every socket

located behind the forniture or when the
socket needs to be hidden.

VITRUM PRESA.

Vitrum Design introduces the first wiring
range: commands, socket and frames, in

order to highlight every details of the

house. Switches and sockets are

available in the following colors: dark

grey and white. Frames are available in
infinite finishes and colors. This is the

perfect accessory to complete your

Vitrum system.

VITRUM COVERS & SOCKETS.
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2015

NASA discovers Pluto blue sky


